Heap's Law 1 states that in a large enough text corpus, the number of types as a function of tokens grows as N = KM β for some free parameters K, β. Much has been written 2,3,4,5,6 about how this result and various generalizations can be derived from Zipf's Law. 7 Here we derive from first principles a completely novel expression of the type-token curve and prove its superior accuracy on real text. This expression naturally generalizes to equally accurate estimates for counting hapaxes and higher n-legomena.
Introduction
Zipf's Law is usually formulated 8 as Freq ∝ 1/Rank, generalized by raising Rank to an exponent α. This is benchmarked against real text and shown to be curiously accurate for corpora of varying sizes but exhibiting a fat tail. Therefore it performs most poorly on rare words, which contribute the most to the type-token curve. The common interpretation is that any inaccuracy in modeling a type-token growth curve can be explained away by this fat tail in which the unpredictability of the frequency of rare words introduces noise into an otherwise correct signal. This paradigm is completely false. We show that Zipf's Law can be reformulated to model the frequencies of rare words as accurately as common ones and that this reformulation leads to a simple, intuitive derivation of a logarithmic (not exponential) type-token growth curve.
Keywords
Tokens: Instances of words in a text, elements of the corpus in which words are considered an ordered list. (Using "words" and "tokens" interchangeably.) Types: Distinct words of a text, elements of the lexicon/vocabulary or the size of the set of tokens. (Using "distinct words" and "types" interchangeably.) Hapaxes: Types that occur exactly once in a corpus. Dis, Tris, Tetrakis, Pentakis, n-Legomena: Types that occur exactly n times in a corpus. M, N ð Þ-corpus: A text corpus consisting of M tokens and N types. Optimum Sample: A text corpus exhibiting a perfect Zipf distribution. Perfect Zipf Distribution: A word frequency distribution following Zipf's law literally and perfectly, reformulated to directly estimate the number of rare words. (Defined in more detail later.)
Hypothesis
For a text corpus consisting of M tokens and N types, randomly sampling m tokens of that corpus yields y types, and the expected value of y % E m ð Þ is given by (1), parametrized by M z , N z ð Þ, the size of an optimum sample.
The procedure for obtaining the parameters M z , N z ð Þis described in the "Results" section later, eqs. (29) and (30), respectively.
Methods
For some small n, construct a kn, k ð Þ-corpus by collecting every word that occurs exactly n times. This mini-corpus, a sub-selection of the whole, has a perfectly uniform word frequency distribution, a text consisting of kn total words (tokens): k distinct words (types) each repeating exactly n times. What is E n m ð Þ, the expected number of types in a random selection of m words out of this minicorpus? If sampling sequentially without replacement, the expected value is the partial sum of the probability at each step of drawing a new type.
Suppose m tokens are drawn at random without replacement, resulting in y types. There are then kn − m tokens left to draw, n k − y ð Þ of which are of a type not yet drawn. Thus,
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Substituting the actual number of types drawn, y, for the expected number of types drawn, E n m ð Þ, we have a recursive expression for the growth of the curve m, y ð Þ starting at E n 0 ð Þ = 0.
This recursion performs quite well with real data. Consider a shuffled deck of cards, analogous to either a 52, 4 ð Þor 52, 13 ð Þ-corpus, depending whether suits or valors are considered "types."
We can use calculus to derive a non-recursive version of this function. Since the derivative is approximately equal to the vertical distance between successive elements in the series, we can rewrite eq. (5) and integrate. Using E n 0 ð Þ = 0 as a boundary condition, we find C′ = k kn n , giving:
Again, we find a near-perfect match between the discrete values calculated by recursing and the continuous values given by eqs. (7) -(9). Near perfect because the discrete case (actual reality) effectively stopped the integral limit approaching zero once dm = 1. Thus, eqs. (7) and (8) is an analytical estimate of eq. (5) smoothing out the discontinuities found in a real deck of cards.
Text corpora
A M, N ð Þ-corpus can be partitioned into a number of kn, k ð Þ-mini-corpuses, and the expected type-token curve of the whole can be gotten by summing over the individual parts. Start by partitioning the corpus into decks: all hapaxes into the first deck, all dis legomena into the second deck, tris into the third deck, etc. The nth deck shall be a nk n , k n ð Þ-mini-corpus, the whole corpus encoded by Types, Tokens, and Hapaxes some vectork = k 0 , k 1 , k 2 , k 3 , . . . ð Þ . (Call the "zeroth deck" the null set for now, for k 0 = 0 number of types occurring exactly zero times in the whole corpus, which will come in handy shortly.)
The whole corpus consists of all these decks randomly shuffled together.
Sampling m tokens should yield on average nkn M m tokens from the nth deck. The number of types yielded from each deck is therefore E n nk n M m À Á . Substitute this into eq. (7) and sum over all decks.
As for the bounds on the summation, we can considerk a finite vector in infinite-dimensional space with zeroes imputed into missing indexes (numbers n for which no words occur exactly n times). This expression eq. (10), as we'll see later in the "Results" section, performs nearly perfectly on real data. We can also rewrite it as an infinite series over the interval 0, 1 ½ by substituting x = m M the proportion of the corpus sampled rather than the raw token count.
What does eq. (11) really mean? What happens when we sample m tokens at random, or some proportion x of the corpus? Choosing a sample size of x = 1 gives a permutation of the original corpus, and it's easy to see from eq. (11) that E 1 ð Þ = N as expected, i. e. all types are drawn. Sampling some proportion x of the corpus, we expect E x ð Þ types to be drawn, and N − E x ð Þ types not to be drawn. What is the expected value of the latter? For the hapaxes, the probability of not drawing each token is 1 − x, so the expected number of hapaxes not drawn is k 1 1 − x ð Þ. The probability of not drawing both instances of each dis legomenon is 1 − x ð Þ 2 so the expected number of dis legomena not drawn is
Continuing this argument, we define k 0 x ð Þ, the expected number of types not drawn when sampling proportion x of the corpus:
It can be seen that eq. (12) is just a way of rewriting eq. (11) given this new intuition. But let's go further. How many hapaxes can be expected when sampling proportion x of the corpus? The expected number of existing hapaxes drawn is k 1 x. But a hapax will be created in the sample if one instance of a dis legomenon is drawn but not the other. We should expect 2 1 k 2 x 1 − x ð Þ to be created this way. Likewise, we expect to create a hapax in our sample by drawing only one of the three instances of each tris legomenon, resulting in 3 1 k 3 x 1 − x ð Þ 2 created this way. In general, using the shorthand k n = k n 1 ð Þ,
There is a beautiful way of visualizing this as a matrix transformation acting on k involving Pascal's Triangle. Since each of the columns sum to 1, it's easy to prove that both the input vectork and the resultant vectork x ð Þ sum to N. The eq. (14) above expresses the row sums. 
(If the idea of infinite matrices doesn't sit well, rememberk is always finite in practice.) Notice eq. (14) can be expressed in terms of the nth derivatives of E for n > 0:
By now we've achieved three results, having not yet made a single empirical assumption about the word frequency distribution of a corpus. Any typetoken system describable in terms of the evolution of somek follows these rules.
1. Equation (15) gives an algorithmic approach to predicting n-legomena counts when sampling a corpus. Using the observed counts from the whole corpus as input, the word frequency distribution of any sample can be simulated by constructing A x and transformingk. 2. Any function such as Heap's Law which approximates the type-token growth curve can be generalized via eq. (18) to make testable predictions for n-legomena counts as well. 3. If k n can be approximated by a series and E x ð Þ converges on some analytic function, then eq. (18) gives analytic functions for n-legomena as well.
Cank be approximated by a series? In real text, do the tabulations of n-legomena actually follow some regular, enumerative pattern?
Zipf's Law
Suppose that for a given M, N ð Þ-corpus there exists a corresponding optimum sample M z , N z ð Þ-corpus following a perfect Zipf distribution. If the original corpus is "too big" then some number of randomly selected tokens M z < M will produce a sub-selection of text exhibiting Zipf's Law. If the original corpus is "too small" then it can be thought of as a sub-selection of some larger corpus consisting of M z > M tokens exhibiting Zipf's Law. (Of course, some corpora may be "just right" and M z = M.)
Define a perfect Zipf distribution as follows: For some M z , N z ð Þ-corpus with a ranked word frequency distribution f 1 , f 2 , f 3 , . . . ð Þ , the expected number of types repeating n or more times π f r ≥ n ð Þ is roughly equal to 1 n N z . Alternatively, there exists about 1 n N z types repeating n or more times. "Roughly" and "about" to allow for normal statistical noise in the still "perfect" sample.
Corollaries
k a < b the expected number of types repeating between a and b times is
The expected number of types repeating fewer than n times is π f r < n ð Þ= n − 1 n N z -No types occur exactly zero times: k 0 = π f r < 1 ð Þ= 1 − 1 1 N z = 0 Types, Tokens, and Hapaxes k n the expected number of types repeating exactly n times, or the expected number of n-legomena (for n > 0) equals π f r ≥ n ð Þ− π f r ≥ n + 1 ð Þ= 1 n − 1 n + 1 À Á N z = 1 n n + 1 ð Þ N z -The expected proportions of n-legomena are 1 2 , 1 6 , 1 12 , 1 20 , 1 30 , . . .
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-This distribution is already normalized: P ∞ n = 1 N z n n + 1 ð Þ = N z -The expected frequency of the most common word is f 1 = 1 1 N z = N z -The expected frequency of the rth most common word is f r = N z r Ä Å -Freq ∝ 1/Rank This reformulation of Zipf's Law is practically equivalent to the original, with the caveats that (a) for high ranks (rare words) we round down to the nearest integer to obtain the expected frequency, and (b) the total number of types is equal to the frequency of the commonest word. (So, curiously, there is one "the" for each vocabulary word in the lexicon.) This leaves us with a specific prediction for the counts of rare words (n-legomena for low n). The expected number of hapaxes, dis, tris, and higher n-legomena, for n > 0 is given by:
Substituting eqs. (19) into (11) above, and taking k 0 = 0,
It can be shown that eq. (20) converges on eq. (21). Taking successive derivatives, per eq. (18) we now have expressions not just for the number of types with respect to tokens, but also hapaxes and higher n-legomena:
Results
The King James Bible is a 1010654, 13769 ð Þ -corpus. The most common word "the" appears 62103 times (not 13769), and h obs = 32.06% of the types are hapaxes (not 50%). It is nowhere near an optimum sample, so how do we find a suitable M z , N z ð Þ? The proportion of hapaxes is a decreasing function, starting at H 0 ð Þ = 1, falling to H 1 ð Þ = 1 2 , and continuing to fall as x goes to infinity. We can model this by expressing eq. (23) as a proportion of eq. (21) to obtain:
In the limit, H 0 ð Þ = 1, H 1 ð Þ = 1 2 as expected, even though the function is undefined at those points. Using a binary search algorithm, we find that H 10.41 ð Þ= .3206. Could this mean the Bible is ten times "too large" to exhibit Zipf's Law? Taking M z = M=10.41 and scaling N z such that E M ð Þ= N, we fit eq. (1) to our sample corpus using optimum sample parameters M z , N z ð Þ= 97084, 5312 ð Þ . Calculating z = H − 1 h obs ð Þ, we have: Repeating the procedure, we obtain values for M z , N z ð Þ that estimate types, hapaxes, and higher n-legomena for a number of different books. We'll evaluate the model fit using root mean square error as a percent of observed types. Below are the fitting errors for real data. The fit for eq. (10) using actual n-legomena counts as the coefficients gives a good baseline for measuring the model, since it doesn't assume Zipf's Law. Making the leap from eqs. (10) to (21) requires the assumption of the existence of an optimum sample following a perfect Zipf distribution, an assumption that appears to be more accurate in some cases, like Melville's Moby Dick, and less accurate in others, like Shakespeare's Julius Caesar. Still, Heap's Law is consistently accurate only to within 2 − 3%, while the logarithmic function derived above is nearly always accurate to within 1%. Types, Tokens, and Hapaxes It's worth reinforcing that Zipf's Law is only accurate when applied to a certain optimum sample size of a given corpus. Smaller samples won't follow Zipf's Law, but as text accumulates, the sample will reach a phase at which it exhibits Zipf's Law peculiarly well. As text continues to accumulate, the pattern deteriorates in the opposite direction. The logarithmic eqs. (21) -(27) accurately model this behavior even if they can't explain the motivation for it. But it has to be stressed that Zipf's Law is not a pattern accurately describing all texts; it is better thought of as describing a phase text passes through as it accumulates. This phase is the point at which (a) there are approximately as many instances of the most common word (usually "the") as there are distinct words in the vocabulary, and (b) the proportions of hapaxes, dis, tris, etc legomena with respect to the number of types is roughly 1 2 , 1 6 , 1 12 , 1 20 , 1 30 , . . .
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. It should not be expected that (a) and (b) always hold, and that some texts follow this more accurately than others. Our hypothesis is that it seems to be the case that all texts follow (a) and (b) peculiarly well at some optimum sample size, and that by discovering this optimum, accurate predictions can be made for how these proportions evolve as the sample size is varied.
Conclusion
Most investigations of Zipf's and Heap's respective Laws and their interrelationship tolerate a conspicuous degree of error when applied to real text. 
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This may reflect an implicit bias that these "laws" are mere curiosities of nature, that no model should be able to fit cogent, rational human language to a tidy physics equation. Shockingly, the discovery of the formulas above and their accurate fit to real data imply that, far from being mere curiosities, Zipf's Law and its corresponding derivations for estimating types, hapaxes, and higher n-legomena must be more fundamental to the nature of language than we give it credit. It's still an open question why Zipf's Law seems to hold. Taking it in a very literal formulation as an axiom, accurate predictions can be made about real text, bolstering the idea that something fundamental must be going on, and Zipf's original observation must be the inevitable cumulative effect of some deeper, underlying information-theoretic property of human language.
